Recently, the US Army has been confronted by a wider range of military and peacekeeping operations. The future success of the Army on tomorrow's battlefields depends, in part, on how effectively our forces are able to fight and win the information war.
INTRODUCTION
Former Army Chief of Staff, General Gordon R. Sullivan, recognized these problems and, in 1994, set a new course for the Army when he initiated an Armywide effort supported by the Army Staff, branch schools, major commands and battle laboratories to design and field the Army of the early 21st century, or FORCE XX.
According to General Sullivan, "FORCE XXI must be organized around information --the creation and sharing of knowledge followed by urujied action based on that knowledge which will allow commanders to apply power effectively (Sullivan 1994) ." For Army commanders to win decisively on tomorrow's battlefields, they must make well-informed, timely decisions to give the land combat forces adequate guidance and sufficient time to carefully and thoroughly plan the military operation, and fight and win the battle. This effort also includes collecting data on the type and quantity of messages routinely handled by tactical commanders and staffs during command post, field and real-world exercises.
The reader is referred to (McGinnis et al 1995) for a discussion of commander's battlefield information requirements and a summary of recent literature related to this topic. Following this, experiments will be conducted to reengineer the current division headquarters (commander and staff,) into a FORCE XXI C' System that integrates four separate, yet highly interdependent c~mponents of C': (1) command and staff functions; (2) C processes; (3) C412systems; and (4) people.
The C' System will be capable of conducting all of the military operations and all of the environments listed above in Section 2.
Adjustments to the baseline computer simulation model will enable it to be used to study alternative communications and information technologies and to conduct tradeoff analyses on the type and number of staff personnel required for information operations given various distributions on the types and quantity of message traffic. 
Assumptions and Modeling Distributions
The development of a baseline simulation mDdel of the current command and control system accounts for some elements of the seven battlefield operating systems. C)bviously, some important information was not available to commanders for decision making.
Given these types of problems, several simplifying assumptions were needed in formulating dlistributions for modeling the C' nodes of the baseline simulation model. These included distributions for message inputs, the types of messages, message queues and message processing time.
Based on the interview responses, ten message arrivals / staff node / hour was assumed. Obviously, some nodes will receive more messages per hour and others less, however, on average this seems to be fairly representative of most staff nodes observed. Identificaticm of a real-world distribution of clata flowing into a node has not been possible due to the lack of data.
Therefore, in the absence of real-world data, the exponential distribution was chosen for modeling this process. Future efforts will focus on collecting actual interarrival data to accurately determine a more appropriate distribution.
Similarly, identification of a distribution for message processing time also suffers from a lack of real-world data. However, interviews with staff officers having recent real-world experience at processing messages at division command posts established a lower bound of twenty seconds for opening and processing electronic messages (i.e., e-mail). The average message processing and Phelan These include the number of messages remaining in queue, processing time per message, total processing time and estimating various system costs (in dollars) such as the cost per message as a function message transactions and total system costs. These performance measures may be used in subsequent experiments to compare the FORCE XXI C* System alternatives against the current baseline system.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To date, approximately fifty two separate 'experiments have been conducted using the prototype simulation model. These experiments investigate various relationships between the system measures of performance and operating parameters. For example, the relationship between the number of messages left in queue and message arrival rate was studied by varying the mean interarrival time (from one to thirteen minutes) and maximum message processing time (from tive to thirty minutes).
Each experiment was replicated thirty times. Figure 4 The inverse relationship shown in Figure 4 between messages left in queue and message interarrival time may be interpreted as the message processing rate (i.e., the inverse of the exponential distribution used for message interarrival times), From these results, it is possible to solve for the slope and y-intercept as a function of the message arrival rate and maximum message service time. These linear relationships can then be used to predict the number of remaining messages at a given node at the end of a simulated exercise.
Future experiments will compare theee results to realworld message traffic from command post exercises to validate the baseline model. Following this, the computer simulation model will be modified to depict possible configurations of the FORCE XXI C' system. Table 2 illustrates a possible C' system configuration. 
